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Abstract—Due to the increasing quantity and sophistication of
cyber-attacks, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are nowadays
considered mandatory security mechanisms for protecting critical
networks. Research on cyber-security is moving from such
isolated IDSs towards Collaborative IDSs (CIDSs) in order to
protect large-scale networks. In CIDSs, a number of IDS sensors
work together for creating a holistic picture of the monitored
network. Our contribution in this paper is a novel distributed
and scalable CIDS, called SkipMon. Our system supports, both,
the idea of locality and privacy preserving communication by
means of exchanging compact alert data. Furthermore, we
propose a mechanism for interconnecting sensors that experience
similar traffic patterns. The experimental results suggest that our
CIDS, with our technique of connecting monitoring nodes that
experience similar traffic, is scalable and offers a good accuracy
rate compared to a centralized system with full knowledge of the
participating sensors’ data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sophisticated and highly tailored attacks, e.g., Distributed

Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks and Advanced Persistent

Threats (APTs), are constantly increasing [20]. Thus, Intrusion

Detection Systems (IDSs) are nowadays considered mandatory

for the protection and monitoring of critical infrastructures.

However, isolated IDSs, i.e., systems that have no collab-

oration capabilities, cannot holistically monitor large-scale

networks. For instance, targeted attacks, distributed scans and

worm spreading cannot be tackled with such isolated IDS.

For this reason, Collaborative IDSs (CIDSs), i.e., systems that

collaborate by exchanging alert data to create a holistic view of

the monitored network, have emerged [26]. CIDSs can provide

scalability as well as the possibility to detect attacks that are

widely scattered into different sub-networks.
For a CIDS to be efficient and usable in a practical manner,

a number of requirements must be fulfilled [26], [29]. First,

the system has to provide scalability, i.e., support for the

monitoring of arbitrary network sizes. This should also be ac-

companied by a minimal message overhead as well as by high

accuracy. Furthermore, we argue that such a system needs to

be able to control the flow of alert network traffic in such a way

so that only sub-networks that are allowed to communicate,

can exchange messages. We define this requirement as locality,

i.e., the ability to constrain alert dissemination, to certain sub-

domains of a network, with respect to the ongoing security

policy of a corporation.

For instance, in such a corporate network different sub-

networks might be logically separated due to a strict secu-

rity policy. For example, the sub-network of the economics

department may not be allowed to communicate with the

development department, and so on. This locality property,

to the best of our knowledge (cf. Section II) has not been

addressed, so far, in the related work of CIDSs. This is

important for the practical realization of such systems.

In this paper, we present SkipMon, a novel distributed

CIDS approach that utilizes the SkipNet [6] Peer-to-Peer

(P2P) overlay for the basic communication of its monitoring

sensors. SkipMon offers two major contributions in the area

of CIDSs. First, it supports locality, i.e., the ability to, on-

demand, constrain the dissemination of alerts to certain sub-

domains of the monitored network. Furthermore, we propose a

novel mechanism for disseminating alert data and subsequently

correlating the received information on the basis of bloom

filters. In our system, sensor nodes exchange (alert) network

traffic to discover others that experience similar traffic patterns.

For this, we introduce a compact, privacy-preserving data

dissemination mechanism via the utilization of bloom filters.

Nodes that experience similar traffic subsequently create a

community of nodes for exchanging more fine-grained alert

data. In addition, SkipMon is open-source [5] and scales to

large-scale networks.

We evaluate our system via the usage of real world network

traffic to determine the messaging overhead, the accuracy of

the suggested communities, as well as the effectiveness of the

locality mechanisms. Our experiments indicate that SkipMon

provides good accuracy rates into selecting the correct mon-

itoring nodes that experience similar alert traffic. To evaluate

this we compare SkipMon to a centralized system with full

knowledge of the alert data of all the participating sensors.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we give an overview of the related work in the

area of P2P overlays and CIDSs with a focus on distributed

architectures. Section III, provides an extensive description of

our system’s architecture, and Section IV gives insights from

our implementation. Subsequently, Section V presents results

from the evaluation of SkipMon. Finally, Section VI concludes

this paper and suggests ideas for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we first provide some background knowledge

regarding the P2P overlay that we will be utilizing and after-

wards we discuss the related work in the area of distributed

CIDSs.

A. P2P Overlays

Many proposals have been made over the years in the

area of P2P networks and protocols [11], [13], [22]. With

respect to CIDSs (cf. the next section) many of these dis-

tributed protocols have been utilized as a basis for creating a

monitoring overlay. However, as we discuss in the following,

none of the existing utilized P2P protocols can fulfill all

the CIDS requirements [26]; especially the aforementioned

practical need for locality.

Therefore, to meet fundamental requirements such as scala-

bility and resilience (and also locality), we utilize the SkipNet

P2P overlay [6] for the communication between monitoring

sensors. SkipNet is an extension of SkipLists [17] for P2P net-

working. In this context two approaches have been proposed,

i.e., Skip Graphs [1] and SkipNet [6]. We utilize the latter one

as it provides features and details that are useful in a practical

manner. Some of the notable properties that SkipNet offers

are the routing tables that take into account the link quality

between nodes and the network maintenance mechanisms that

take place after major network disruptions.

In SkipNet all participating nodes are placed in a ring

and identified with their reversed DNS name. In a practical

realization this can be utilized to group nodes (in our case

monitoring sensors) of the same organization or sub-network,

as their hostnames end with the same domain names and their

identifiers will start with the same prefix. Each sensor will not

only have a link to their next neighbor but also to nodes 2n

hops away, similarly to the so-called fingers in Chord [22]. In

this case, however, the nodes form sub-rings with the higher

level links, as shown in Figure 1. For each routing level, nodes

choose randomly the sub-ring that they will join. Their ring

will lead to a second identifier, called numeric ID. Similar

to SkipLists, each SkipNet node can hold data, which can be

identified with a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) providing

the location and the name of the resource.

One of the benefits of SkipNet is the possibility to achieve

data and routing locality. When storing data in SkipNet

similarly to a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), data locality

can be achieved. When specifying one node in the URI for

a resource, the resource is stored at this node. Afterwards,

the exact location of the resource is known. This is usually

Fig. 1: SkipNet routing infrastructure example [6]

impossible when using load balancing. However, with the

Constrained Load Balancing (CLB) in SkipNet, a domain can

be specified, and the resource will be stored at a member of

this domain. Thus, the location of the resource can be limited

to groups of nodes; providing what we define as routing

locality.

B. Collaborative Intrusion Detection

A lot of research has been conducted in the area of CIDSs

over the last years [26], [29]. In more details, with respect to

the utilized network architecture, a number of researchers have

proposed centralized, e.g., [2], [19], [25] and hierarchical, e.g.,

[16], [21], [27], CIDSs. However, these systems experience

fundamental architectural disadvantages. For instance, cen-

tralized CIDSs cannot scale to arbitrary network sizes, while

hierarchical systems suffer from low accuracy as a result of the

unavoidable correlation and aggregation of alert data (among

the different levels of the hierarchy). Lastly, in both cases

certain components might represent Single Point of Failures

(SPoFs).

With regards to distributed CIDSs a number of proposals

have been made [3], [7], [12], [28]. The majority of these

approaches utilize P2P overlays, e.g., on the basis of DHTs,

in which the monitoring sensors communicate the detected

attacks in a collaborative manner. While these CIDSs are

scalable they are usually limited in their detection capabilities

(compared to a centralized CIDS) and/or they generate a con-

siderable communication overhead. In addition, while DHTs

are interesting from a research perspective, such flat overlays

cannot be easily realized in a real-world environment. Thus,

in contrast to the existing proposals, we focus on the P2P

membership management component of the CIDS to make

sure that only monitoring sensors that are experiencing similar

traffic patterns are communicating. Moreover, the majority of

existing work in such distributed CIDSs does not take privacy

and locality into account.

A work that is relatively close to ours is from Locasto et al.

[10]. The authors proposed the utilization of bloom filters as a

means for privacy enhanced alert data dissemination. However,

their approach suggested to randomly distribute bloom filters

without taking into account any network traffic similarities.



They also did not give enough insights about their utilized

P2P overlay, nor any information for its realization. Moreover,

they did not take locality into account, but rather disseminated

information in the whole P2P overlay.

To sum up, to the best of our knowledge no previous work

has attempted to address locality and support this property as

a requirement. In addition, SkipMon utilizes a deterministic

data structure, i.e., bloom filters, to minimize the overall

communicational overhead and ensure the privacy of the

exchanged alerts. Lastly, this is one the first CIDSs that is

open-source, while the implementation of the basic SkipNet

P2P overlay itself is also one of the first ones.

III. SKIPMON SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section we provide a detailed description of the

SkipMon system by discussing its subcomponents. We utilize

the architecture shown in Figure 2 to construct the five main

building blocks that compose our system.

In more details, the Local Monitoring is responsible for the

local detection as performed by the IDSs of each sensor. Sen-

sors communicate by utilizing a P2P membership management

protocol, i.e., the SkipNet overlay. Subsequently, sensors can

exchange alert information by utilizing the alert dissemination

mechanisms. In SkipMon we utilize a similarity-based alert

correlation technique to identify sensors that experience simi-

lar traffic patterns. By utilizing such a mechanism it is possible

to detect distributed port scans as well as malware propagation.

Each sensor learns the traffic patterns of others and it is able to

utilize a community formation algorithm. Afterwards, sensors

can exchange more fine-grained alert information only with

their community members. In the following subsections we

detail each building block and how SkipMon fits in each block.

Local Monitoring

Alert Correlation

Community Formation

Alert Dissemination 
Membership Management 

(SkipNet Overlay)

Fig. 2: High level architecture of SkipMon

A. Local Monitoring

A CIDS utilizes several IDSs to monitor an entire network.

SkipMon is envisioned to make use of standard IDSs, e.g.,

Snort [18] or Bro [15] as long as they support standardized

alert formats, e.g., the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange

Format (IDMEF) [4]. In the current version of SkipMon we do

not support this feature yet, and therefore we consider this out

of the scope of this paper. Thus, in this architecture’s block

we assume that there are local IDSs capable of creating and

disseminating local alert knowledge to other members of the

CIDS.

B. SkipNet Overlay

For our system we make use of the SkipNet P2P overlay as

introduced in Section II-A. As discussed, SkipNet can provide

both data and routing locality. In this work, we focus on

the routing locality to share information only with authorized

sensors of a monitored network. Therefore, for SkipMon, data

will be forwarded between the system instead of storing it at a

given node or set of nodes. Due to the routing algorithms and

ordering of nodes in SkipNet, data that shall be exchanged in

one domain can and will only be routed through nodes of this

domain. This leads to implicit data locality, as data transferred

between two nodes in the same domain will never leave the

boundaries of the domain in transit.

C. Alert Dissemination

To keep the communication overhead in the system low,

alert information needs to be disseminated efficiently. Thus, we

examine three alert dissemination techniques: flooding, partial

flooding, and gossiping.

a) Flooding: As the name implies, each node sends

messages to all neighbors in the SkipNet. Respectively, a node

that receives a message will forward it to all of its neighbors.

To minimize the overall communication overhead, redundant

messages (i.e., messages that have been received from another

node or path) are dropped. This is achieved by utilizing the

message ID as we discuss in the next sub-section. Finally, it

should be noted that to be able to flood the whole overlay,

locality has to be deactivated.

b) Partial Flooding: In order to enable locality, we

perform what we call partial flooding. Instead of exchang-

ing messages with all possible neighbors, nodes exchange

messages only with neighbors of the same sub-domain. This

is possible because each message contains a locality value

which can be used to query for neighbors in the same

locality. Such a dissemination technique is particularly useful

when security policies exist that prohibit the communication

between different domains of a network.

c) Gossiping: Flooding creates significant network over-

head that might exceed the available bandwidth and compu-

tational capabilities of CIDSs’ sensors. Thus, we adapt the

gossiping algorithm proposed by Kermarrec et al. [8], [9] and

utilize it in SkipMon. The original algorithm uses a hierar-

chical communication approach where nodes are grouped into

clusters. The communication links between nodes inside the

same cluster are called intracluster links. The communication

links that nodes within one cluster maintain to any other node

outside of its cluster are called intercluster links. This work

adapts these concepts to preserve locality within SkipMon.

Gossiping enables messages, with a probabilistic guarantee,

to reach a subset of nodes in a network without flooding. The



probability of a message reaching all nodes within one cluster,

that is, of every node in a cluster having a directed path to

every other node within that same cluster, is given by [8]

pn = exp(−e−c1), (1)

where n is the total number of nodes in the cluster, e is the

Euler constant, and c1 is a constant. By fixing pn to a desired

value and solving for c1, it is later possible to determine the

number of required intracluster links k that each node in the

cluster needs, for disseminating information efficiently, using

k = log(n) + c1. (2)

SkipMon is also concerned with the preservation of locality.

This implies that not all nodes have the ability to contact or

communicate with every other node outside of its locality.

This is the same as restricting the number of intercluster links

that exist between node clusters. If we consider each locality

as a cluster, the number of intercluster links f required to

guarantee a probability pm of having all clusters (or localities)

m connected with a path is defined as

f = log(m) + c2. (3)

Once again, the constant c2 can be calculated by fixing pm
and solving for c2 in pm = exp(−e−c2).

D. Alert Correlation

In the following, we discuss the alert correlation in Skip-

Mon. For this, we first discuss the construction of alert

messages, and subsequently present our similarity-based cor-

relation technique.
1) Alert Messages: The alert messages produced by local

IDSs may contain a lot of redundant information for a CIDS.

To cope with this we make two important decisions in the

context of representing alert messages. First, we argue that

only a small fraction of the alert messages’ data is required

for other sensors to be able to discover similarities. Bearing

this in mind, we utilize a number of important features for

representing alerts, i.e., IP addresses of attackers, as well as

source and destination port numbers. Note that this decision

is taken in many CIDSs in related work [26].

To handle and exchange alerts in a compact and privacy-

preserving way, we utilize bloom filters [23]. Bloom filters

are a probabilistic data structure that represents elements in a

set and provides an efficient mechanism to check whether a

particular element is part of the set or not. Bloom filters can

handle a very large amount of data in an efficient manner. In

addition, they preserve privacy as no information can be leaked

out. In fact, they only support checking whether a certain

element is part of the set or not. Therefore, organizations can

use CIDSs that support the distribution of messages via bloom

filters without the fear of revealing sensitive information.

Moreover, bloom filters do not produce false negatives and

the false positives ratio can be adjusted with the following

equation [14]:

Pfp = (1− (1−
1

m
)kn)k, (4)

where m is the number of bits in the bloom filter, k the

number of hash functions that are utilized, and n the number of

elements in the bloom filter. The aforementioned properties,

and especially Equation 4, are important as they depict the

applicability of bloom filters in our concept.

We make use of the bloom filters in the following way. Each

sensor produces alerts from which we extract features, e.g., the

(adversaries) IP addresses, and subsequently add them into a

bloom filter. Afterwards, each sensor will utilize the available

alert dissemination techniques (cf. the previous subsection)

and send their bloom filters to other nodes.

Bloom 

Filter 

Sender 

Node 

Name 

Message 

Identifier 

Locality 

Value (L) 

Fig. 3: Messages in SkipMon

Overall, messages in SkipMon contain four different fields,

as shown in Figure 3. The first field, bloom filter, contains the

actual bloom filter. In addition, the sender node name as well

as the message identifier (i.e., a hash value) are added. Both

of these fields are utilized for minimizing redundant messages

and, thus, reducing the overall overhead when disseminating

messages. Lastly, the locality value (L) is an integer that

defines the depth of SkipNet sub-domains that the message

can reach. For example, a zero value (L = 0) indicates that

locality is disabled and the message can be disseminated to

any sub-domain. A value of one (L = 1), however, would

indicate that messages can be disseminated to a sub-domain

if and only if the first field of the DNS name of two nodes

is the same. An example, for three different L values, is also

given in Figure 4.

de.cased.n1

de.cased.n2 de.darmstadt.n2

de.cased.n1 de.cased.n1

com.acme.n3

Two Prefix Matches:

L = 2
One Prefix Match:

L = 1

No Prefix Matches:

L = 0

Fig. 4: Locality example in SkipMon

2) Similarity Correlation: Alert correlation takes place

when a node receives a message to determine whether the

received message and, specifically, its alerts are relevant for

the recipient node or not. The goal of correlating alerts is

to provide a mechanism for connecting nodes that experience

similar traffic patterns. Regardless of the utilized alert dissem-

ination technique, nodes receive messages from other nodes

and compute their similarity value. For this, we make use of

the inherent properties of the bloom filters and their ability to

perform logical operations such as the bitwise AND (∧) and

bitwise OR (∨). To be able to do so, all bloom filters must

have the same size and utilize the same hash functions.



We define the similarity Sa,b of two nodes na and na as

Sa,b =
bfa ∧ bfb

bfa ∨ bfb
. (5)

Each node is represented by the set of bits found in their bloom

filters. The similarity correlation of two nodes is calculated by

dividing the bitwise AND over the bitwise OR of their set of

bits.

After calculating the similarity value, nodes will make use

of a threshold value t to determine whether S is similar enough

or not. As we will discuss in the next section, the threshold

creates a leverage in the number of proposed communities of

sensors; when t is low, for example, a large number of sensors

are found to be similar and therefore grouped together.

E. Community Formation

After the successful dissemination and correlation of the

alert data, each sensor creates a matrix with its local knowl-

edge of other sensors. Based on this knowledge and along

with the utilized threshold, sensors can identify others and

form a community with them to, afterwards, exchange more

fine-grained alert data. An example of such a matrix is shown

in Table I. In the case where the threshold t = 0.8, node

3 (n3) would only create a community with node 4 (n4).

Nevertheless, details on the exchange of alert data during a

community formation are out of the scope of this paper and

will be our main consideration in our future work.

Node S3,1 S3,2 S3,3 S3,4 S3,5

n3 0.5 0.7 1 0.9 0.4

TABLE I: Example of similarity scores for node n3

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype [5] is written in C++, containing more than

6500 lines of code, and it is distributed under the GNU

Lesser General Public License (LGPL) v.3. Figure 5 gives an

overview of the architecture of our implementation. In more

details it provides a detailed view on how different modules

of our implementation are connected. In the following, we

briefly discuss each of them, i.e., the Control Module the Node

Management, as well as the SkipNet/SkipMon sub-modules.

The Control Module is responsible for managing multiple

Node Management instances, monitor their status, as well as

(for the purpose of the evaluation) injecting alert data to the

nodes. The Node Management is responsible for reporting

the status of SkipMon nodes (to the Control Module), for

connecting sub-modules of the system and for providing an

interface for exchanging routing information. The first sub-

modules that are started from the Node Management are the

SkipNet nodes (implemented following [6]). SkipNet nodes

form an overlay that is used as a backbone for all the further

operations that are done by the SkipMon sub-modules. The

latter store alert data into bloom filters, share them in the

network, and correlate information received from other nodes

as discussed in the previous section.

Control 

Module

SkipMon

SkipNet

SkipMon

SkipNet

Node Management

SkipMon

SkipNet

SkipMon

SkipNet

Node Management

Fig. 5: SkipMon implementation overview

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we provide insights and a discussion of

the results gathered from our evaluation. We are interested

on measuring the performance of our approach in terms of

its accuracy (in the context of finding sensors that experience

similar traffic patterns) compared to a centralized system with

full knowledge of the alert data of all participating sensors.
We first describe our dataset as well as the evaluation setup.

Afterwards, we discuss the results by studying the accuracy

of our alert correlation technique and the locality properties

of SkipMon.

A. Dataset Description

For evaluating our system, we utilized a dataset provided

from DShield [24]. The DShield project collects alert data

that is sent in by volunteers, e.g., IDSs and firewalls, from

all over the world. In more details, we utilized data from a

24 hours period. The data of this day consists of 7, 841, 775
alerts from 232, 379 unique attackers, reported by 138, 192
monitoring sensors.

Table II shows an excerpt of those data. The entry for an

event is organized as follows:

• Log ID: A unique ID for each alert.

• Time stamp: The exact time stamp (date and time) in

which an alert occurred.

• Source Port: The port that was used for the malicious

activity.

• Target Port: The port that was targeted during the mali-

cious activity.

• Protocol: The protocol number of the generated alert.

• IDS Hash: A unique ID (i.e., a 160 bit hash) that serves

as a pseudonym for each IDS providing data (truncated

in Table II).

The dataset was pre-processed, that is, the alerts were

sorted with respect to the reporting sensor and stripped of

any information other than the IP address. In addition, since

IP addresses can occur multiple times per node, e.g. when a

port-scanning multiple ports of the same sensor, duplicate IPs

(targeting the same sensor) have been removed. Finally, only

the data of the top contributing monitoring sensors was taken

into account for the evaluation; sensors that provided less than

10 alerts were excluded from the evaluation.



Malicious IP Source Target Pro-

Log ID Time Stamp Address Port Port tocol IDS Hash

461600985805 2015-05-06 18:38:15 116.211.000.090 50978 8080 6 8078...
450205301168 2014-01-01 02:51:47 094.247.233.129 40370 5900 6 C58A...
450205304225 2014-01-01 02:52:59 087.118.007.218 3487 445 6 FCBE...

TABLE II: DShield dataset example

B. Evaluation Setup

The purpose of our evaluation is to assess the accuracy

of the mechanism of detecting similar sensors, to compare

the different dissemination mechanisms, and lastly test how

the locality property influences the accuracy of detection of

similar sensors. For this, we discuss the results of 50 repetition

runs, with 100 monitoring sensors that each of them contains a

maximum of 1000 alerts in their bloom filters. The respective

plots include the min/max values of the number of proposed

communities for each threshold value.

For measuring the accuracy of detecting similar sensors we

utilize a metric called number of proposed communities. This,

as the name implies, refers to the number of (correctly) pro-

posed communities of sensors and we examine it with respect

to various similarity thresholds (by utilizing the Equation 5).

To assess the accuracy of our proposal, we compare SkipMon

to a centralized system that possesses global knowledge of all

the alert data of the participating sensors. For a more detailed

look on the differences of a centralized system with SkipMon

we utilize the false positive and false negative metrics, that we

define as follows. False positives refer to the communities of

sensors that were proposed in our distributed system, but were

omitted in the centralized system. Similarly, false negatives

represent the communities of sensors that have been proposed

by the centralized system, but were not detected by SkipMon.

Moreover, for measuring the communicational overhead we

count the total number of exchanged messages.

C. Results

In the following a detailed discussion of the results is given

with regards to the accuracy of the alert correlation and the

locality properties.

1) Accuracy of alert correlation: For disseminating alerts

in SkipMon, we utilize the flooding and gossiping mechanisms

described in Section III-C. More specifically in the case of

gossiping we make use of Equations 2 and 3 by setting the

probability pn = 0.9.

Figure 6 presents the results of flooding and Figure 7

the results of gossiping respectively. As one can observe

the accuracy for both techniques is close to the centralized

system. Moreover, as expected, the numbers of proposed

communities in all cases significantly decrease when the

threshold is increasing. Lastly, Table III depicts an overview of

the communicational overhead, by counting the total number

of messages that are exchanged in each of the three cases.

The centralized system requires a lower number of messages

but this metric does not take into account the computational

overhead for the central component, or the need for scalability.

CIDS Mean number of messages Min Max

Centralized System 452 452 452
SkipMon (flooding) 1812 445 4793

SkipMon (gossiping) 1346 290 2030

TABLE III: Communication overhead comparison

In addition, as expected flooding generates significantly more

messages than gossiping.
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Fig. 6: Proposed communities by SkipMon (with flooding)

compared to a centralized system

For a more detailed look on the dissemination mechanisms

in SkipMon we examine the false positive and false negative

metrics. Figure 8 presents the results of false positives and

negatives when flooding and Figure 9 when using gossiping.

On the one hand, the amount of false negatives in the case of

flooding can be attributed to information loss in the system,
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Fig. 7: Proposed communities by SkipMon (with gossiping)

compared to a centralized system
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Fig. 9: False positives and false negatives (gossiping)

e.g., by dropped messages. On the other hand, the false

negatives when gossiping occur due to the fact that not all

nodes are communicating with each other. Moreover, with

the number of total events decreasing, i.e., higher threshold,

the number of false negatives also decreases. Finally, it is

interesting to note that the total number of false positives is,

in all cases, very low, due to the bloom filter utilization in the

computation of the similarity.

2) Strict Locality: To evaluate the locality properties of

SkipMon we create four different domains with different DNS

suffixes, resulting in different name ID prefixes. As the utilized

dataset itself does not provide any information regarding

domains, we assign the DShield IDSs’ alerts to our monitoring

sensors randomly.

With respect to the locality metric this reflects to L = 1
for all four domains, and the dissemination mechanism in this

case is partial flooding (cf. Section III-C). The results of our

experiments are shown in Figure 10. As expected, this results

to a much higher error compared to the centralized system,

which does not follow any locality constraints. Nevertheless,

in a real world scenario, we expect to have higher similarity in

the alerts between nodes of the same domain and thus a higher

number of proposed intra-domain communities between those

nodes. Therefore, we argue that these results can be seen as

the worst case scenario due to the enforced randomness in the

alert creation level.
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Fig. 10: Strict locality
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Fig. 11: Partial locality

3) Partial Locality: In order to observe a case of a possible

real world scenario we examine the case of partial locality.

That is, we examine how the system behaves when three of

the domains keep the restrictions of internal dissemination

(i.e., L = 1) and one of them is able to share its alerts with

all nodes (i.e., L = 0). This scenario is depicted in Figure

11. As seen in the plot, the information shared publicly by

a quarter of the nodes, enables SkipMon to find about twice

as much communities among the nodes. Again, due to the

smaller amount of messages flooded, the results of the nodes

are denser over the runs.

VI. CONCLUSION

The number and sophistication of cyber-attacks creates a

need for moving from traditional isolated IDSs to a large and

distributed network of Collaborative IDSs (CIDSs). We present

a novel CIDS approach that is able to distribute alerts only

to monitoring sensors that are allowed to communicate with

each other. Moreover, when distributing alert data the system

makes sure that the privacy of such data is protected. Finally,

we provide the code of our system as open-source, making it

the only available for testing CIDS, while simultaneously we



give one of the first implementations and realizations of the

SkipNet P2P overlay.

With regards to future work we envision the ability to

exchange alert data, or summaries of alert data, between

communities from multiple network domains in an hierar-

chical manner. Furthermore, we plan to further experiment

with various data dissemination algorithms for optimizing and

minimizing the communication overhead.
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